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ABSTRACT:
The China-Europe Railway Express (CER-Express), not only promoted the cooperation between countries and regions across Asia
and Europe but also gave rise to remarkable changes in landcover and had a profound effect on the natural environment along the
railway in recent years. Effective ways to monitor and assess ecological changes are urgently needed to ensure sustainable
development of CER-Express. There are very few existing environmental monitoring studies focusing on the area along the CERExpress. In this paper, we present a study of environmental degradation, which occurred during the construction and operation of
CER-Express from 2010 to 2018, based on a comprehensive evaluation index (CEI), which takes three environmental indicators into
account and provides a timely and reliable evaluation of environmental changes at large scales. In addition, the environment
conditions of the regions and countries along the CER-Express have been quantified and comparatively studied at different scales
over different periods, using histograms of mean CEI values. Furthermore, specific causes of environmental degradation in the railintensive countries and small-area countries along the railway are discussed. Our results show that the environmental degradation
can be detected in most of the rail-intensive countries, such as Germany, Poland, Austria, and Czech Republic along the railway.
Therefore, to ensure sustainability of the CER-Express, environmental protection along the railway should be paid more attention to
and a reasonable arrangement for the exploitation of CER-Express devised.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The CER-Express is of great significance in promoting the trade
between East and West, since it is strengthening the cooperation
between countries along the railway. Until March 2020, more
than 21,000 China-Europe trains were operated, reaching 18
countries and 57 cities in Europe (Zhang 2020), bringing a
positive, profound impact on resource allocation and economic
growth (Xu 2020).
Since the Goal 15 was mentioned in the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) proposed by United Nations (UN),
many studies have explored the worldwide environmental issues
involved in the sustainability of terrestrial ecosystems,
desertification, and land degradation (Kavvada, Metternicht et
al. 2020), whereas very little research has been done on the
topic along the China-Europe Railway Express (CER-Express).
Intensively constructed transportation network and the operation
of CER-Express gradually imposed unprecedented pressure on
the local ecological environment in the regions along the
railway (Hafeez, Yuan et al. 2020), leading to degradation,
including land degradation, vegetation habitat fragmentation,
biodiversity reduction, and ecosystem degradation, etc.
(Ascensão, Fahrig et al. 2018).
Remote sensing (Chen, Chuvieco et al. 2021) is an effective tool
for Earth Observation (EO) and can be used to detect spatial
variations across large regions on multiple scales. In literature,
it is commonly used to evaluate environmental changes, such as
atmosphere pollution (Wu, Zhang et al. 2020), deforestation
(Griffiths, Jakimow et al. 2018), and urban development on
scales ranging from countrywide to the worldwide.
In general, two strategies were commonly used to estimate the
environmental degradation by remote sensing datasets. In the
single-indicator analysis methodology, the indicators used in
existing studies were related to either the natural environment or

socioeconomic aspect, such as the PM2.5 indicator (Meng, Liu
et al. 2021), the vegetation denseness indicator (Qi, Jia et al.
2019), urban development indicator (Chen, Sui et al. 2019) etc.
However, in large regions, such as the regions along the One
Belt One Road (OBOR), the environment conditions vary due to
joint action of numerous factors. Thus, analyzing only a single
indicator does not reveal the association between long timeseries of human activities and caused comprehensive
environmental changes.
The multi-parameter correlation analysis method uses not only
the socio-human development indicators but also the ecological
features, such as footprints, to evaluate the relationship between
environmental changes and human activities (Fang, Wang et al.
2020) (Mariano, Santos et al. 2018) (Yang and Hu 2019). This
method allows us to identify the areas vulnerable to land
degradation, the increase of this tendency due to human
behavior and the consequences of degradation. Due to the
regional differences along the CER-Express, the values and
changes of indicators involved are quite different in each
country along the CER-Express. Thus, this method could not be
extended and applied to assess the ecological condition of the
whole region along the CER-Express.
Previous studies have indicated that the development and
urbanization occasionally caused a negative impact on the
environment. For regions along the CER-Express, few studies
focusing on long term environment monitoring and change
evaluation have been conducted. This is especially true for the
period after the CER-Express began its operation. In this study
we use long-term multi-source datasets and histograms of mean
comprehensive evaluation index (CEI) value, at different
analysis scales, to accurately assess the environmental
conditions along the CER-Express and briefly analyze the
reasons of environment degradation in different regions and
countries occurring during its fast construction and since the
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beginning of its operation.
We first selected long-time-series multi-source datasets (PM2.5,
land surface temperature (LST), and normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI) dataset) as the main environment
evaluation indicators. Their integrated index, CEI index was
calculated to evaluate the ecological changes along the CERExpress (Europe section) from 2008 to 2018. To unveil the
ecological changes in the study area and especially the regions
near the CER-Express with the CEI index, three analysis scales
are proposed, S1. entire countries along the CER-Express, S2.
entire countries-not-along-the-railway with S3. the 30
kilometers buffer zone along the CER-Express within each
country. Finally, the mean CEI results at different scales were
analyzed using histograms, to find the environmental
degradation and main impact factors of it during the
construction and operation of CER-Express.
At first, our study derived the CEI difference maps from 2010 to
2018 in the study area. Then three histograms of mean CEI
values, which belong to the three scales were proposed to
discover the impact of railway operation on the environment.
Furthermore, the difference maps of three environmental factors
were also derived to discuss the specific reason that caused the
high level of environmental degradation in the rail-intensive
countries and small-area countries along the railways. Our
overall analyses revealed the correlation between the long-term
human activities related to railway construction, operation and
environment change along the CER-Express. Our research
provides a scientific method for the evaluation of environmental
degradation at large-spatial and long-temporal scale, that can be
used to ensure sustainable development of the CER-Express in
the future.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses
the geography of the area studied and multi-source data
acquired for the long-term monitoring along the CER-Express;
Section 3 details the methodology of the data processing done
and joint calculation required for CEI index; Section 4 analyzes
the observed CEI values using histograms of mean CEI values
at different scales. Section 5 discusses the specific causes of the
environmental degradation in different regions along the
railway. Section 6 concludes the paper with the summary of our
overall findings and provides some directions for future work.
2.

STUDY AREA AND DATA

2.1. Study Area
As shown in Fig.1, a total of 38 countries in Europe is involved,
covering about 4,000,000 square kilometers. These are: Albania,
Andorra, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Moldova, Monaco, Montenegro,
Netherlands, North Macedonia, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Russian Federation, San Marino, Serbia, Slovenia, Slovakia,
Spain, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Vatican City.
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Fig. 1. Location of the study area
2.2. Dataset
2.2.1. PM2.5 Dataset: The particulate matter (PM2.5) dataset
was obtained from the Atmospheric Composition Analysis
Group at Dalhousie University by merging PM2.5
measurements from the European Environment Agency. The
dataset was gridded at the finest resolution of the information
sources that were incorporated (0.01° × 0.01°).
2.2.2. LST Dataset: To exclude solar interference, we used
only nighttime averaged LST data. The LST data involved two
types of data from the same sensor downloaded directly from
NASA official website. MOD11A2 version 6 and MYD11A2
version 6 product provides an average of 8 days of land surface
temperature and emissivity (LST&E) with a spatial resolution of
1 km.
2.2.3. NDVI Dataset: The monthly Terra Moderate
Resolution Image (MODIS) was used to calculate the vegetation
indicator (MOD13A3), which is provided at a spatial resolution
of 1 km. In this paper, the monthly average NDVI is used to
calculate the VC indicator.
2.2.4. CER-Express Vector Line: The CER-Express (Europe
Section) vector line was outlined with the ESRI official dataset
(the accuracy was unknown) as the main dataset, supplemented
by railway dataset from "Natural Earth" with the precision of
1:10m, based on the reference site.
3.

METHODOLOGY

The CEI has been shown as a valid index for the comprehensive
assessment of environmental conditions in large scale areas (Lu,
Weng et al. 2019). The elements of the CEI involves three
indices that have the most significant impact on the
environmental quality, i.e., PM2.5, LST and NDVI. The
calculation of CEI is formulated as below.
3.1.

Normalization of PM2.5
IJ

The difference of PM2.5 in two years ( PM ) was converted to
the normalized result ( Delta PM ) through using Eqs. (1)-(2).
(1)
PM IJ  PM J -PM I
 PM J  PMI   min PMIJ  *100

Delta PM= 
MaxPMIJ  MinPMIJ

(2)

where
Delta PM = annual normalization difference result
of the PM2.5 value between year J and year I
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MaxPM IJ , MinPM IJ

= the largest and smallest
PM2.5 difference value in the PM2.5 difference
3.2.

Normalization of LST
IJ

The difference value of LST in two years( LST ) was
converted to the normalized result ( Delta LST ) through Eqs.
(3)-(4).
(3)
L S T IJ  L S T J -L S T I
  LST J  LST I   min LST IJ  * 100

Delta LST= 
M axLST IJ  M inLST IJ

3.3.

(4)

Normalization of NDVI

The difference value of NDVI in two years ( NDVI

4.1.
X 2  X1

nor

) was

converted to the normalized result ( Delta NDVI nor ) using Eqs.
(5)-(6).
X
(5)
NDVInor
 (NDVI X  NDVI X min )/(NDVI X max  NDVI X min )
X1
NDVI norX2  X1  NDVI norX2 -NDVInor

where

one map for each two-year period from 2008-2018 (Fig. 2).
Then, we quantified and compared the variation of environment
conditions at different scales (shown in Fig. 3 to Fig. 5) with the
histograms of mean CEI values. Finally, in order to assess the
impact of the operating of CER-Express on the ecological
conditions in each country along the railway individually, two
nationwide mean CEI values, S1. the entire countries along the
CER-Express (Fig. 3) with S2. the entire countries-not-alongthe-railway (Fig. 5) were calculated and compared. Moreover,
to verify whether more significant environment degradation was
present in the proximity of the railway, we further introduced
region-wide mean CEI values of S3. the 30 kilometers buffer
zone along the CER-Express within each country (Fig. 4), the
values were then compared to S1.

(6)

X
NDVI nor
= the normalized result of NDVI at time X
X
X 2  X1
= the difference result of NDVI nor
in two
NDVI nor

years

CEI Results for the Europe Continent

In this study, long-term CEI results for the study area (Europe
continent) had been derived. Fig. 2 (a)-(e) show the CEI derived
from 2010 to 2018, produced in two-year increments. In the
studied area, the blue regions represent less environmental
degradation during the two-year period, while the red regions
represent the areas where more degradation occurred. The CEI
values in the region of Europe in all five subfigures range from
9.5 to 87. CEI values were high from 2008 to 2010, then
declined significantly from 2010 to 2012. However, in the
following years of high-speed construction and intensive
operation of CER-Express, CEI values fluctuated continuously
and were changing dramatically over time in different regions.
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The CEI index takes into account the air quality, intensity of
human activity and damage to local vegetation over different
periods, and provides an effective assessment of environmental
change over a large area. A higher value of CEI stands for a
higher level of local environmental degradation over a time
period. As reported in the literature, the CEI ranges from 1 to
101, the positive correlation of it to the ecological footprint (EF)
value was also proved (He, Gao et al. 2017). The correlation
indicates the potential of CEI to evaluate the environment
changes in large areas, such as the countries and the regions
along the CER-Express.
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RESULTS

In this part, the countries which contained equal or more than
two CER-Express lines (Europe section) were defined “the railintensive countries”. Using the area of Belarus as a standard, the
countries which are several times (<2) smaller will be defined
the “small-area countries”.
To analyze the ecological condition of the regions and countries
along the CER-Express at first we demonstrated CEI results for
the whole study area (the Europe region excluding Russia), with
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where
Delta NDVI nor = the final normalized result of NDVI
difference in two years
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Fig. 2. CEI derived from 2010 to 2018: (a) 2008-2010, (b)
2010-2012, (c) 2012-2014, (d) 2014-2016, (e) 2016-2018.
4.2.

Mean CEI Values Comparison between S1 and S2

Fig. 3 and 4 show the mean CEI values, which belong to S1 and
S2 respectively, with the X-axis showing the countries involved
in the different scales, and the Y-axis corresponding to the mean
CEI values of different countries.
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Fig. 3 indicates the overall environment condition of the 14
countries along the CER-Express (Europe section) from the year
2010 to 2018. Most of the countries in Fig. 4 are the relatively
less developed countries in Europe, which could be used as a
standard for the environmental conditions of Europe, due to
their better ecological environment compared to the developed
countries.
Similarly, to the reports in the references, it was found that the
construction of CER-Express had gradually accelerated between
2016 and 2018. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the mean CEI values
in S1 during this period showed an overall increasing trend,
when compared to the period from 2014 to 2016, which
demonstrates the environment degradation between 2016 and
2018. More precisely, the increasing magnitude of CEI values
was unprecedented since the construction of CER-Express in
the rail-intensive countries, such as Germany (47.18-53.16),
Poland (44.77-53.54), as well as small-area countries along the
railway, such as Czech Republic (45.19-53.11). On the contrary,
in S2, as shown in Fig. 5, the mean CEI values of most of the
countries during 2016 to 2018 showed an overall decreasing
trend. The countries with significant decreases in CEI values
were Switzerland (52.97-47.35), Serbia (53.09-50.18),
Montenegro (54.48-50.02), Albania (52.42-49.12).
The overall upward trend of the CEI values in the countries
along the CER-Express and the overall decreasing trend of
values in the countries not along the railway during the highspeed construction period from 2016 to 2018, clearly shows
environmental degradation in the countries along the CERExpress.

values than their corresponding regions in S3. This phenomenon
shows the increasing environmental degradation in the buffer
zone along the CER-Express may be caused by its operation.
Comparing the values in rail-intensive countries and small-area
countries along the railways between S1 and S3 for an example,
the rail-intensive countries, such as Poland and Germany,
exhibit the difference of CEI values for two consecutive years in
S1 of about 9 and 7 separately, slightly lower than the value of
their corresponding regions in S3. In the small-area countries
along the railways, such as Slovakia and Netherland, their
difference CEI values in S1 in two consecutive years were
around just 4 most of the time. Meanwhile, in S3 the values
raised to around 6 most of the time. Therefore, the operation of
the CER-Express from 2010 to 2018 had accelerated the
environmental degradation to the regions along the CERExpress in most countries.
By analyzing the mean CEI values of S3 (Fig.5) in isolation,
most of the CEI values of regions in their own countries along
the CER-Express showed continuous fluctuations from 2010 to
2018. During this period, in rail-intensive countries, such as
Poland, the difference mean CEI value in two years was up to
about 10 most of the time. In lots of small-area countries along
the railways, such as Slovakia and Netherland, the CEI
difference values also showed the continuous and high
fluctuation around 6 between every two years. Thus,
disturbance on the ecological vulnerability of the regions along
the CER-Express (Europe section) can be seen since the
beginning of operation and progressive development of the
CER-Express (Europe section).

Fig. 3. From 2008 to 2018, the mean CEI values of the countries
along the CER-Express Express (European section) were
evaluated every two years, with the X-axis corresponding to the
countries involved in the area along the route and the Y-axis
corresponding to the mean CEI values.

Fig. 5. From 2008-2018, the mean CEI values falling within 30
kilometers buffer zone of CER-Express Express (European
section) were calculated every two years, with the X-axis
corresponding to the countries involved in the area along the
route and the Y-axis corresponding to the mean CEI values.
5.

Fig. 4. From 2008 to 2018, the mean CEI values of countries
outside the buffer of the CER-Express (European section) were
calculated every two years, with the X-axis corresponding to the
countries and the Y-axis corresponding to the mean CEI values.
4.3.

Mean CEI Values Comparison from S1 and S3

Whether the environmental degradation in regions along the
CER-Express (Europe section) was caused by its operation or is
a result of the general trend for the country was explored by
further comparing the magnitude of mean CEI values between
S1 and S3
Through observation, the mean CEI values in most of countries
of S1 (Fig. 3), sampled every two years, had lower difference

DISSCUSSION

In order to determine the specific cause of the environmental
degradation in the rail-intensive countries and small-area
countries along the railways, difference maps of PM2.5, LST,
and normalized NDVI were computed. Those difference maps
show the air pollution, the intensity of human activity and the
degree of vegetation destruction separately.
The difference maps from 2016 to 2018 were selected as it was
the time when CER-Express (Europe section) underwent fast
construction and gained rapid development.
In the PM2.5 difference map (Fig. 6a), a high level of air
pollution could be found in most of the regions near the CERExpress, such as the regions close to CER-Express from Paris to
Madrid, in the rail-intensive countries such as Germany and
Poland, northern and eastern Austria as well as in small-area
countries along the railways, such as, Hungary, Belarus,
Denmark, northern Italy, eastern Czech Republic, etc.
In the LST difference map (Fig. 6b), a high level of human
activity, which generated a lot of heat could also be found in
some parts of the regions near the CER-Express in Europe, such
as northern Spain, and northern Italy. The signs of this could
especially be found in rail-intensive countries, such as German,
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north-west Poland, southeast France, northern Austria and
within one small-area country along the railways, Czech
Republic.
In the VC difference map (Fig. 6c), a low level of the final
normalized NDVI difference figures can be observed in a large
number of parts of the regions near the CER-Express,
particularly the regions in middle and northern Spain and
northern Italy. In small-area countries along the railways, such
as Czech Republic, southern and eastern Hungary. In railintensive countries, such as Germany, western and eastern part
of Poland, northern France, northern and eastern Austria, etc.
The CEI thematic map (Fig. 6d) reveals the environmental
condition of the study area from 2016 to 2018. It is worth noting
that environmental degradation in most of the rail-intensive
countries, such as in Germany, Poland and Austria, as well as
along the railways in the Czech Republic, were caused by the
integrated influence of air pollution, human activities and
vegetation destructions during the construction and operation of
the CER-Express. The degradation in other regions and
countries along the railways was caused by the impact of one or
two factors among the air pollution, human activities and
vegetation destructions.
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Fig 6. The difference maps of PM2.5, LST and NDVI during
2016 to 2018 in the study area.
6.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In the study presented, 38 countries located in the European
continent were selected as the study area to monitor the
ecological changes along the CER-Express (Europe section)
during its operation from 2010 to 2018. By integrating longterm remote sensing datasets, a comprehensive evaluation index
(CEI) was calculated for the purpose of large scale environment
monitoring and CEI maps from 2008 to 2018 in two year
intervals. Based on the characteristics of our study area and the
route of the CER-Express, the mean CEI values in different
regions and countries were calculated at three scales, the entire
countries scale, the entire countries-not-along-the-railway scale,
and the portion of regions within the 30km of CER-Express.
Further, histograms of mean CEI values at different scales were
compared and analyzed to detect the environmental changes
along the CER-Express in the time period from 2008 to 2018.
Our results indicate that a high level of environmental
degradation occurred in most of rail-intensive countries and
small-area countries along the CER-Express during its fast
construction and rapid development from 2016 to 2018, and the
regions along the railways since the beginning of its operation.
Meanwhile, we also found disturbance in the ecological
vulnerability of the regions along the CER-Express, since the
beginning of its operation and during progressive development
of the CER-Express. During the fast construction and rapid
development of CER-Express from 2016 to 2018, the
degradation in most of the rail-intensive countries and one
small-area country was found to be caused by the integration of
air pollution, human activities and vegetation destructions. The
degradation in other regions and countries along the railway in
the study area was linked to one or two factors among the air
pollution, human activities and vegetation destructions.
In this study, we have conducted a preliminary analysis of the
environmental degradation along the CER-Express from 2010
to 2018 using the multi-source dataset and the CEI index.
However, the reasons for long-term spatial change in the
distribution of CEI in Europe, certain countries and the regions
along the CER-Express should be further explored using sociohuman economic datasets.
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